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tower-stair was an undertaking for so old a man. But van
Leyden brushed him aside. "No trouble, no trouble," he
said, and evidently he wished to go—for courtesy's sake,
perhaps, no service to a guest being troublesome to a van
Leyden, but also, Lewis suspected, because the library
bored him and he was glad of an excuse to leave a book-
worm to a solitary examination of it.
The library changed when he was gone out, as human
beings change and reveal new qualities in themselves when
they are freed of company that is a restraint upon them,
and Lewis found that the room itself had a value for him
independent of the books contained in it. He was not a
connoisseur of rare volumes. It was the patience of books
that he loved, their absolute passivity, which endured all
things in man. It was a miracle that a book, neglected for
years, being taken down at last, should sing instantly with
Shelley's voice and that the voice should be unchanged by
all the operations of fortune. And if, while he read the
argument of a master, his attention should wander from
it and drift away into his own follies or prides, to this
master he might return unreproved as to no other, books
having no need to forgive. The argument would be con-
tinued; if he misunderstood, he could turn back and it
would be repeated—endlessly repeated without irritation,
without scorn; if he rejected it, he might lay it aside and
it would not intrude itself, would not complain or threaten
or protest. It was the godlike aloofness of books that he
loved. But, as the word godlike struck upon his mind, he
thought: But we have made gods in our own image; they
are angry or merciful; they pardon or condemn, and he
remembered how, when he was a small boy, being in some
way disgraced before his family and having no one to
whom he might turn, he had found an Irish terrier curled
up on the stairs in a patch of sunlight and had flung his
arms round its neck and wept. "Alison, Chepping"—he
saw again the engraving on the collar and felt the wiry
hair on his cheek. His comfort then had been, not in any
godlike quality, but in the blessed inhumanity of dogs,
in the terrier's absolute detachment, more healing than

